**Religious Education - Work Set Key Stage 4**

If you didn’t receive a pack at school then all the worksheets have been uploaded to *Google Classrooms*. You will need a code to access the work so you can study at home.

**Year 10:** sat46uo  
**Year 11:** zdxzkcc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sheet Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10 B1 725xhkz | Year 10: *Read the information from the Sheet (Importance of the Synagogue)*  
* Create a leaflet for Year 6 pupils. Explain the importance of the synagogue and its key features to Jewish people.  
* Answer c) Explain the importance of the Synagogue for Jewish people. (8) |
| 10 B2 23yx224  | Year 10: *Read through the sheet (Reading the Torah during Worship)*  
* Answer all the tasks and questions  
* Answer all the tasks and questions. |
| 10 B3 ygh5zt7  | Year 10: *Read through the sheet (Shabbat in the Synagogue)*  
* Answer the questions from the sheet  
* c) Explain the ways in which Jews celebrate Shabbat in the synagogue. (8)  
* Read through the information about (The Role of the Rabbi)  
* Answer ALL the questions including the B) question. |
| 11 B1 4aya3wm  | Year 11: *Read through the information (What is Equality)*  
* Answer all the task question from the page 3 under Poverty  
* Read through the information (The Common Good)  
* Watch the Youtube clips and answer all the questions from the sheet. |
| 11 B2 zfbqenh  | Year 11: *Read through the sheet (Personal Conviction) Oscar Romero/Martin Luther King. Complete the grid about the B & B Owner*  
* Read through the sheet (Freedom of Religious Expression) and complete the task from the blue box  
* Read through the sheet on Censorship/Religious Extremism Christian attitudes to other Religions.  
* Revision from booklets |
| 11 B3 zexisd2  | Year 11: *Read through the sheet (Prejudice and Discrimination)*  
* Answer the questions from the box at the bottom of the sheet  
* Read through the sheet (How Catholics Respond to Racial Prejudice)  
* Answer the task questions from the box at the bottom of the sheet including the c) question  
* Revision from booklets |
| 11 A1 4fy3ivx  | Year 11: *Read through the sheet (Issues of Wealth and Poverty)*  
* Read through the sheet (The work of Catholics for Poverty in the UK) answer the c) question from the sheet  
* Using the information provided ensure that you have completed the questions from the front sheet. |

4. *Read through the sheet (The Jewish Home)*  
* From the sheet answer the B & D questions on the Jewish Home.  
* Read through the information (Shabbat in the Home)  
* Complete a timetable of events for Shabbat. Start with the preparations through to Havdalah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make a list of the benefits of keeping Shabbat and what you think are the challenges.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Answer the question about Shabbat in the Home</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YOU ALSO NEED TO BE REVISING FOR YOUR EXAM USING THE BOOKLETS GIVEN IN CLASS.**